Message from the Administrator

Employee of the Month

How involved are you in your health care decisions?
Today there are more resources available to you
than ever before. COVID-19 has also presented the
opportunity for more misinformation than ever
before.

Congratulations to Marceil
Bergman for being selected as
the April Employee of the
Month. Marceil has been
instrumental in making sure
that all staff have been
provided with a homemade
mask. She has been with this
project from the beginning.
She created a pattern and
provided detailed instructions for our community members to follow on how to sew the
masks. She has put in countless hours custom
fitting some of the employees’ masks. Marceil
has shown commitment, beyond her normal
duties, to the health and well being of our staff
and our community.

Right now, we cannot seem to escape topics related
to COVID-19. Information on stay-at-home orders
and personal protection, social distancing, potential
vaccines, potential medications, impact to the economy, and what our new normal will look like are in
every media source available. There is a point where
it is just too much information! It is hard to distinguish between fraud and fact. The best advice is to
follow the guidance of your personal physician or
health care provider. They are the only ones that
really know what is in your best interest based on
the health history you have established with them.
Nemaha Valley Community Hospital and Seneca
Family Practice are returning to our new normal
under the direction of our medical staff. Our medical
staff members and leadership team meet on a regular basis to discuss the status of COVID-19 cases in
our area and best practices to protect our patients
and staff. This includes our visitation policies.

Thank you, Marceil, for all of your hard work
and dedication to our hospital!

Welcome to the Team!
Larissa has been hired
to work the mid-day
shift in our nursing
department.
She is eager to maximize her nursing talents
and be able to interact
with patients of all ages.
Larissa Hoffman, RN

While our communities are re-opening and we are
seeing more activity, Nemaha Valley Community
Hospital is not changing our current visitor restrictions. This is painful for all of us. We do not like
having to keep friends and family from our patients
but at this time we believe it is still in the best inter-

est of our patients and our staff. Right now, we are
not allowing any visitors for our inpatients unless
that patient is in end-of-life care. Those patients are
allowed two designated visitors. Obstetric patients
are allowed one designated visitor. Emergency
Room patients are allowed one designated visitor.
This is subject to change and is evaluated weekly.
Designated visitors mean it is the same person each
time. The last thing we want to happen is for a visitor, who does not realize they have been exposed,
to expose our patients and staff to COVID-19. We
cannot eliminate all risks, but we can do our best to
reduce the risk. Please continue to be patient with
us.
If you have questions or concerns please call our
COVID-19 hotline at 785-336-0399 or the Kansas
Department of Health and Environment hotline at
866-534-3463

Nemaha Valley Community Hospital and Seneca
Family Practice staff are scheduling wellness exams
and are doing our best to return to some sense of
normal. I am very proud of our team and their ability to protect our patients and staff. If it is time for
your annual check up or wellness exam or if you
have put off talking to your doctor about a concern,
there is no need for delay. Call your health care provider today and schedule your visits. As always, we
are here for you when you need us.
-Kiley Floyd, CEO

Questions About Your Bill?
At Nemaha Valley Community Hospital, we are committed to providing personalized, compassionate care to
our patients while keeping our community safe. The
health and wellbeing of our patients is our top priority.
If you have questions about your bill, payments
options or applying/receiving financial assistance we
recommend you call our billing office at 785-336-6181
instead of coming to the hospital.

One Step Closer to a “NEW” Normal
Now that we are beginning to move toward our
“NEW” normal it is more important than ever to
continue to maintain proper social distancing,
hand hygiene and the recognition of COVID-19
symptoms.
The CDC recognizes COVID-19 symptoms as fever, cough, shortness of breath, chills, muscle
pain, headache, sore throat or new loss of taste
or smell.
These actions are our best defense against the
spread of the virus in our community. Please be
smart and safe, not only to protect yourself but
your family, friends and our entire community.
Anyone with symptoms or suspected exposure to
COVID-19, should call our hotline number at
785-336-0399.
We are committed to providing a safe environment for you and your family. Thank you for
your patience during this unusual time. We hope
you stay well but if you need us, we’re here for
you!

Summer Is Here!
Though we typically think about swimming,
cookouts, baseball and fireworks, we should
also be aware of the dangers of being out in the
summer heat.
Anyone that is exposed to the heat is at risk,
whether you are outside working or playing, or
simply don’t have air conditioning in your home.
Prevention is key.
Hydrate, hydrate, hydrate! Drink plenty of
water prior to going outside. While outside take
frequent water breaks and cool off.
Try to avoid being overly active during the
hottest times of the day. Watch closely for
symptoms and stop activity immediately if any
develop.

What do you look for?
Dizziness, lightheadedness, cramping, confusion,
heavy sweating, fatigue or weakness, vomiting,
headache, coordination problems and loss of
consciousness.
What do you do?
If you experience any of these symptoms or see
someone experiencing them, act immediately!
The goal is to get them cooled down as fast as
possible. Move inside to cooler temperatures.
Remove any unnecessary clothing. If the person
can drink fluids, give them cold water or a sports
drink. Consider a cold shower to cool them more
rapidly.
And when in doubt, call 911 or bring them to the
hospital!

